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Examining Mediation as the
Opportunity Cost of Litigation: Can
it be Sustained in the Long Term?
by DAVID O. ADETORO1
University of Glasgow

Abstract
Provision for appropriate dispute resolution clauses in international commercial contracts has evolved to
become an essential ingredient in
contemporary competitive markets.
They also serve as a pre-emptive
remedy, necessitating further demands
for cheaper remedies in dispute management, specifically alternative dispute resolution2 processes such as
arbitration, conciliation and mediation. Further, there is the question
whether the business community
could sustain the average commercial

fees for dispute settlement without
becoming a source of resentment or
revolt in the long term. This essay
examines the economic cost of dispute
settlement with a bias towards mediation, as well as other issues concerning
creative management of disputes. This
informs a more compelling need to
reconsider the costs of disputes in
economic terms: analysing comparative merits/utilities of mediation and
determining what the opportunity cost
of mediation in international commercial contracts is and whether it is cost

INTRODUCTION

It is arguable that everyone concerned with
dispute resolution could reasonably view commercial litigation from two or more perspectives,
particularly from an understanding and appreciation of the fact that business people do not like to
spend money on litigation and other avoidable
ancillary adjuncts to it. Similarly, this paper aligns
with the argument that disputes or conflicts from
which it might have originated are not wholly
undesirable, but also have some valuable characteristics and therefore the proper function of law
is to manage rather than suppress or merely
resolve conflict.4
This article is in the context of the growing
promotion and popularity of alternative means of
dispute resolution in international commercial
transactions in the light of the chequered history
of litigation. The paper is quick to assume that
there is a peculiar need for the legal profession to
guarantee a sustainable and continued relevance
throughout the process of making a commercial

agreement and the execution of it. This is because
the cost and management of it, whether it
succeeds or fails in the face of competitive
commercial exigencies, is now a very strong driver
for the calls for creative options in dispute
resolution.
Nevertheless, legal practitioners involved in
commercial practice must be able to appreciate
the wisdom or logic involved in the preference or
choice of any of the methods now in vogue,
especially mediation in contemporary management of international commercial disputes.
The advantages inherent in this preference
might appear very obvious and clearly appreciated
by an avowed advocate of ADR, but these
advantages or their attractiveness might not easily
persuade or convince a lawyer trained in traditional adversarial legal culture. This is because the
latter places a higher premium on quantum of
rights, obligation, and liabilities. In the same
respect, average conservative business entities
involved in multi-million dollars worth of transactions have grown to rely on the established legal
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efficient in comparison with other
forms of dispute resolution process.
‘For the rational study of the law the black
letter man may be the man of the present,
but the man of the future is the man of
statistics and master of economics. We
learn that of everything we have, we have
to give up something else, and we are
taught to set the advantage we gain
against the other advantage we lose, and
to know what we are doing when we
elect’3
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system of dispute resolution (litigation) as the
most predictable and reliable of dispute management that can afford them protection in case of
any dispute that may arise from its transaction.5
Consequently, this paper aims to analyse and
justify the mediation process as a viable and
reasonable opportunity cost of traditional dispute
resolution techniques. The paper will demonstrate
its intrinsic values and utilities, which makes it
most suitable for resolution of international
commercial disputes.
The paper also describes the necessity for an
economic analysis of dispute resolution process in
the face of interplay between law and economics.
When this link has been established, then the
relevance of economic concepts such as scarcity,
availability of resources, choice and opportunity
cost in relation to the actual or accounting cost of
disputes will be brought into focus. The paper
further attempts to explain some apparent and
latent barriers or limitations to the growth of
mediation beyond its present level.
While it is trite that mediation as a form of
dispute resolution has been with man since the
beginning of the ages, global business diplomacy
by professional mediators owes its recent growth
to the two great converging forces of supply /
demand – creative lawyering and cross-border
trading.6
Based on empirical, analytical data and current
economic trends, it is submitted that mediation is
a more cost-efficient and dispassionate way
of resolving international commercial disputes
though its potentials are yet to be fully realised.7
WHAT IS THE RELEVANCE OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
OF LAW TO COMMERCIAL DISPUTE?

A dispute has been defined as a controversy or
disagreement on a point of law or fact, or a
conflict on legal view or interests between two
persons.8 Irrespective of the definition adopted,
the basic denominator is that it would always
require resolution. There are two basic ways of
resolving disputes, which are the legal or judicial
means and the diplomatic means, comprising
ADR systems such as negotiation, conciliation and
mediation.9 Generally, ADR was popularised in
the USA in the early 1970s, and was employed to
remedy the shortcomings of litigation and arbitration10, but alternatives to courts are not a novel
development, rather their current resurgence adds
a freshness to it.11 This freshness, as the essay

2

will reveal, is being generated by commercial
exigencies.
Generally, when disputes arise, parties to any
commercial agreement would most probably want
the dispute to be resolved amicably through
negotiation or other methods (like good offices
and conciliation) rather than an automatic
demand for a legal redress. However, when these
efforts prove abortive then intervention of a third
party to break the impasse and bring about an
acceptable solution becomes necessary. This intervention could be formal or informal, although in
international business transactions formal intervention is the preferred choice. This is primarily
because of the issues of degree of animosity
between the parties, confidentiality and the
amount of capital usually involved in the transactions: this gives the parties the impression that an
air of formality lends seriousness to the issue at
hand.12
Consequently, a process of mediation takes
place via a third party who assumes the task of
reconciling the opposing claims and appeasing the
emotional hurt of the parties as a result of their
dispute.13 Briefly, mediation could be defined as
‘the use of a third party to help those in conflict to do
things and reach agreements which, unaided, they may
never do, or may do so much later in the conflict that
each will have suffered further harm’.14 There is a
slight difference between mediation and ‘good
offices’.15
Ordinarily, dispute resolution would appear to
be a matter best left under the direction of strict
application of law, but according to Cooter and
Ulen, ‘‘like the rabbit in Australia , economics found a
vacant niche in the ‘intellectual ecology’ of the law and
rapidly filled it’’.16 To explain the niche, the law
involves obligation backed by a state sanction; this
is a case of commercial dispute which could
translate to commercial obligation, breaches and
consequential sanctions backed by law founded
on agreement between the parties.
It is usual to inquire what the effect of a breach
will entail and its cost. Economics provide
scientific theory or bases to measure, analyse and
possibly predict the likely costs of a dispute, for
example, both the short term and long-term effect
it will have on the transaction involved and
possibly on the financial future of the entities
concerned.
Furthermore, economics provides a useful normative standard to gauge the law and policy
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behind business considerations, which could
affect a business transaction or business strategy.17
In essence, the efficiency of legal or policy
considerations and how they can best be suited
or adapted to a transaction, coupled with the
burden of such matters on business decisions can
only be really appreciated when one is armed with
a working knowledge of the prevailing economic
climate and structures. For example, economic
analysis of risk and how it can be distributed
between or among parties in a project finance
agreement for development of a power station
involving a force-majeure clause in the agreement
cannot be overemphasized.
WHAT IS THE COST OF RESOLVING AN
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL DISPUTE?

Just as normal business people will like to know
the expected returns on their investment based on
the available financial analysis of facts and figures
for the purpose of determining the bankability of
a project or commercial venture, in similar respect
also, they will be concerned about the likely cost
of any dispute that may arise from the same
transaction.
The reason for this can be found in the
economic connection between law and management, which is deeply rooted in the notion of
scarcity of resources.
Scarcity of resources means that available
resources are limited in supply, while uses for
them are potentially unlimited.18As a result
demand will always outstrip supply.19
Consequently, a business entity has to make
optimum use of its resources20, whereby rational
choices have to be made among competing
alternatives based on an assumed scale or order
of preference out of which funds for dispute
resolution are usually at the bottom of the scale if
provided for at all.21 However, once a dispute
arises the parties involved have to make provision
to sort it out.22
This then leads to the determination of what the
cost of the dispute would be, that is the actual cost
or accounting cost.
According to Walde, ‘even in arbitral litigation
involving a case of relative value between $5 and10
million, the cost of the dispute might be up to
$1million apart from other incidental costs’.23
However, the business entities are usually more
concerned about how to reduce expenses to the
barest minimum on in order to increase their

profits; thus they want the cheapest cost, which
can as well offer the best results given the limited
resources available.24 This is because, no matter
what amount of money either litigation or
settlement of a dispute will cost, it will still have
a negative impact on the profit margin of the
transaction concerned. In essence, that would
contribute to depletion in the resources of the
business concerned. Yet disputes in a commercial
transaction have to be resolved amid competing
demands and problems seeking attention from the
parties whose resources and time is limited in
supply, thus making the argument for the use of
the best and most cost effective method or
alternative especially important.
Consequently, the choices available to the
parties in a hypothetical international commercial
dispute case are either the conventional legal
method of dispute resolution or the diplomatic
methods of ADR.
Therefore, when parties decide to choose either
of the methods having weighed their respective
advantages and disadvantages, they are involved
in an economic analysis. Thus, the preference for
mediation over litigation or arbitration explains
the concept of opportunity cost in this context, i.e.
the choice of mediation in preference to other
available methods or alternatives that must be
abandoned. Those forgone alternatives, i.e. litigation, arbitration etc. are the opportunity cost for
the adoption of mediation in this scenario.
Nevertheless, the real or accounting cost remains
the actual monetary value that the dispute will
entail, i.e. legal fees and other transactional costs.
Arguably the opportunity costs of mediation are
the alternatives forgone, but the explanation for
this choice lies in the intrinsic worth/value or
utilities of mediation. Such an analysis is explored
in the next section of this paper.
Why Choose Mediation?
The choice of mediation flows from its preemptive values that are discernible from its
unassuming characteristics: mediation is a process
in which an independent third party assists the
parties in a dispute through individual meetings
(caucuses) and joint sessions, to focus on their real
interests and strengths as opposed to their emotions, in an attempt to draw them towards
possible settlement.25
‘Mediation is a powerful art and structure bringing
together into an open dialogue the architects and
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implementers of the commercial process that is in
crisis’.26 Basically, mediation offers an answer on
how to think about international commercial
dispute resolution throughout the duration of
a transaction.27 It is true that ‘modern arbitral
litigation is a much more popular and patronised form
of commercial dispute resolution, yet it is much closer
to standard litigation because it tends to encompass
massive costs for the litigants’.28
This informs Walde’s position that both litigation and arbitration indicate a serious failure of
management within the organization and in the
management of inter-company or company-state
relationships.29
Furthermore, it is clear that, with mediation,
parties can keep control of the process and still be
able to aim at a solution that is economically
justifiable rather than just legal remedies which
can further harm or damage both parties’ businesses irrespective of outcome of the legal settlement envisaged .
Under certain circumstances, mediation could
be the most suitable option for potential
litigants and these circumstances include those
situations where parties desire to maintain an
amicable commercial relationship; mutual interest in a quick recognition by the parties of
the prohibitive costs of litigation; desire to
avoid publicity; past negative experiences from
litigation; and an inability to satisfy the demands of formal judicial processes like assemblage of witnesses.30
Again, another factor for the choice of mediation is the crucial role of the mediator which
begins with the building of trust in her/him with
a successful creation of a bridge between the
disputants. Thus, a successful mediator is akin to
an effective manager who has to work with
a proposed business plan via a model to be
designed or formulated and to be executed to
make profits for the owner of the business within
a competitive business environment.
Further, in manner similar to what happens in a
restorative justice process, mediation affords the
parties opportunities to give vent to their ‘anger’,
disappointment, fears and suggestions. The process allows the parties some degree of contribution
in resolving the dispute themselves with the aid of
a mediator. This has a psychological effect on the
way the parties view outcome of the dispute.
Therefore, it is submitted that mediation engenders mutual respect and has an inbuilt tension

4

coolant that is absent in a formal adversarial
process.
Nevertheless, while it is arguable that basic legal
training is essential for a mediator in order to
understand and appreciate the ‘nitty gritty’ of a
commercial transaction, yet this background is not
sufficient. Ironically, an ordinary legal background
could at times be counter-productive because
lawyers are best trained to view dispute resolution
from a purely legalistic perspective without much
allowance given for the economic perspective.31
An ideal mediator irrespective of her/his background needs sufficient experience in the field or
business within which the dispute is taking place.
For instance, in disputes involving petroleum or
energy-related business, a mediator well versed in
energy matters would be more suitable compared
to a mediator who is more conversant with
shipping and admiralty matters. This view is
without prejudice to the general skill and experience which such mediators might possess, which
also could afford them the flexibility to fit in into
any dispute scenario.
Also the following virtues must be present:
empathy, patience, self- assurance, clarity of
thought, ingenuity and stamina. While all these
qualities are very important, ‘empathy’, i.e. the
ability to get on with the parties, appreciate their
position and earn their confidence and trust, is
a sterling quality that every mediator must
work upon along with positive perseverance and
the stamina required to reach an acceptable
resolution.32
Utility of Mediation
It is generally assumed that business people always
want to continue to protect and maximize their
commercial interests irrespective of business complications such as a commercial dispute. It is not
surprising to hear that businesses are now showing
more desire for a mediation process to be built
into business arrangements. This is to complement business management in a business relationship where legal barriers cannot be allowed to
distort viable commercial concerns so that established goodwill and relationship would not be
allowed to be lost cheaply. Mediation visibly gives
the parties the possibility of a continued business
relationship via effective and non-confrontational
dialogue.
Another utility or value attached to mediation
that is not present with other legal methods is the
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issue of confidentiality. Absolute confidentiality is
guaranteed and could be achieved under mediation especially where publicity of the dispute
might affect the credit rating of either of the
parties. Indeed, the mediation process offers the
parties all forms of confidentiality they may
require much more than an arbitral process could
afford to offer. Essentially, this is due to the fact
that parties remain in control and can always
determine the extent and form of confidential
arrangements suitable to them.
Moreover, mediation is much cheaper and
cost efficient compared to other methods of
dispute resolution. The actual cost of the use
of mediation might not be more than 18–20% of
the cost of a total litigation, excluding both
indirect and hard-to-quantify costs such as executive time and concentration.33 Unfortunately it
is unlikely that any serious studies on the financial cost and quantifiable risks of both litigation
and arbitration have been carried out to serve as
a guide.34
A proper assessment of the cost of mediation
might involve a comparison of the cost of
mediation with expected results from it that have
to be set against the cost of litigation with expected
results from litigation, respectively.35 However,
the mere calculation of time, human resources and
labour involved with the two methods will clearly
reveal that mediation is far cheaper and quicker.36
Furthermore, mediation has been found to
increase the disputants’ utilities jointly compared
to other methods, which only apply ‘a zero game‘
theory whereby one of the parties has to lose in
order to give an advantage to the other. Mediation
puts the two parties in a ‘win-win’ situation.37 In
this case, mediation works not just to arrive at a
compromise between the parties or just to split the
difference. Rather, each party is encouraged to give
up what they value least and, in exchange for a
greater advantage.
Also mediation has the sole advantage of being
forward-looking in the sense that it looks not just
at the need for a continued commercial relationship between the disputants but also at the need to
maintain relationships within both, and even
personal departmental relationships crossing the
organizational boundaries between both parties.38
This is very crucial to avoid feelings of resentment
or guilt where either or both parties believe that
they may have exacerbated an already poor working relationship.

Another advantage of mediation that makes it
work and more desirable is its ‘pressure chamber’
character.39 This is in a sense similar to legal
proceedings but in a much more forceful way
whereby parties and their mediator(s) channel
their energy and desire towards a workable
solution that will enhance the resolution of their
dispute so that as the process progresses all facts
are raised and the parties are free to bare their
‘souls’ , prejudice, fears and opinion in a way that
would not be possible and permissible during a
normal litigation or arbitral proceeding, especially
due to formal requirement of relevancy and
admissibility of facts and evidence. In addition,
apart from being cheaper, mediation like arbitration makes use of expert and management tools in
a simple way that could be introduced to improve
the understanding of the parties so that ‘knotty’
issues could be sorted out in such a way that an
understandable and workable solution is reached.
During this process, the mediator may be able to
eradicate some of the false presuppositions held
by either party, thereby facilitating a more fluid
discussion and raising the possibility of a more
acceptable outcome.

Barriers or Limitations to Mediation
With all the values derivable from mediation in
international commercial disputes, its potential
may still be thwarted by institutional prejudice
and structures.
One of these barriers or limitations is because
professional lawyers are in control of established
dispute resolution machinery. They are also
trained from scratch to make legal arguments
about the legal merits of one party’s case over the
other party’s.40 They operate on the basis of the
assumption that there are always two sides to a
coin which could be argued both ways. In essence
the legal practice is geared to litigation, which has
a psychological influence on both the practitioners
and the business people whose first point of call in
the case of any dispute is their legal office for
advice.41 Without setting out to be biased, it is
easy for a lawyer to be selectively objective while
considering his or her client’s instructions.
Therefore, in a process of managing their client’s
brief they will not hesitate to pursue the slightest
chance to secure an advantage for their clients.
In almost all jurisdictions, persons with legal
education who arguably would be interested in
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preserving the survival of the establishment are
responsible both for the rules and administration
of the judicial establishment.
Another limiting factor according to Professor
Walde is that ‘pure economics’ also plays a crucial
role because the legal profession ‘owns’, much as
the investment banking community ‘owns’, large
scale corporate transactions. Therefore, settling a
dispute outside formal legal machinery means loss
of earning or less money for lawyers whose
remuneration depends very much on how much
time and paper work could be built and billed for
a matter, so naturally they tend to prefer the one
that gave them more billable time, and that also
requires a great deal of documentation to make
and respond to.
Again, litigation has the advantage of established long history and relative reliability and
predictability under a formal setting, unlike
mediation that has yet to be fully embraced and
incorporated into most legal education curricula,
although it has been with us since time immemorial in an informal setting with little systematic
study or description.42
This then makes mediation appear novel,
especially in many societies which have different
cultural approaches to negotiation, for instance
the ‘Americans favour its economic flexibility and dealmaking character, Japanese its amicable settlement
emphasis and face saving avoidance of imposed
decision’.43 Not until there is a synchronisation of
these cultural differences and other issues will
mediation develop or gain more respect and
acceptance.44 Another reason for the slow growth
of mediation is the fact that at times disputants
need a public judgement or endorsement for their
action and would not want to take the blame for
any error or miscarriage; rather they would only
want to employ mediation or other ADR for pretrial or pre-arbitral dispute mechanism, which
they believe still leaves them more room for
control and change of strategy.45 This was reflected
in Channel Tunnel Group vs. Balfour Beattie
Construction and Others.46
Moreover, the fear of being seen as weak or
looking for cheap justice, coupled with inadequate
knowledge of the dynamism of mediation, is
another serious barrier to its general acceptance.
According to a report, when corporations use or
fail to use mediation frequently, the dominant
reason is always because the opposing party will
not agree to it.47

6

CONCLUSION

With increasing pace of liberalization it is very
likely that more of the international transactions
involved will call for dispute resolution. This is
likely to be greatly influenced by economics
because the market is becoming more competitive,
calling for innovation, synergy of resources and
both creative and managerial legal approach to
issues would be in play. In fact, one of the world’s
largest infrastructure projects, i.e. the construction
of the new Hong Kong airport included mediation
in the finance project, underlining the importance
of the method.48
In addition, the CEDR49 having conducted
detailed studies recently and recognized the threat
to the former approach to dispute resolution
came up with a millennium accord principle in
its belief that present-day lawyers, just like the
information industry, have to be millennium
compliant towards ‘reducing the potential for
confrontation and dispute arising from the millennium’ or else their source of income will begin
to diminish50, and compliance involves embracing mediation.
Moreover, whether the opportunity cost of
mediation is enough to give many legal professionals serious worries and agitate/raise the hopes
of business entities, the fact remains that mediation services like all other professional and justice
services need to sell and meet the needs of the
international market place, and the promotion of
the ‘mediation’ brand by publication, education,
continuing education and training is a major
requirement for implementing global diplomacy
and continued relevance for present and upcoming legal professionals.51
Consequently, a further cost of litigation is the
probability that the legal profession stands to lose
a great deal if it fails to strategically embrace the
phenomena of ADR, bearing in mind that many
accounting and economic consulting firms are
increasingly becoming interested in ADR; their
interests are both as ADR practitioners and as
promoters of ADR to their clients. Thus, it is
becoming more apparent that the market for
dispute management is becoming competitive
and as this competition is evolving, the legal
profession should be prepared for and be involved
with the coming innovations of ADR. These
innovations, irrespective of the shape they might
take, will greatly determine the practice of dispute
management.
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Finally, for an avowed critic of ADR whose core
area of specialization is litigation, this paper will
advise that your practice will be enhanced by
further investment in the study and acquisition of
ADR skills, particularly mediation.
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